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Abstract� A distortion theory is developed for S�unimodal maps� It will be used to get some

geometric understanding of invariant Cantor sets� In particular attracting Cantor sets turn

out to have Lebesgue measure zero� Furthermore the ergodic behavior of S�unimodal maps

is classi�ed according to a distortion property� called the Markov�property�

�� Introduction

The work presented here originated in the question whether or not attracting Cantor sets

of unimodal maps have Lebesgue measure zero� This question led to a general S�unimodal

distortion theory� As applications of this theory we got uniform proofs of the basic known

ergodic properties� ergodicity� conservativity� existence of attractors� But also an answer

to the original question�

Theorem A� Cantor attractors of S�unimodal maps have Lebesgue measure zero�

The strategy for studying invariant Cantor sets is constructing open� arbitrarily �ne and

nested covers of them� These covers are constructed in such a way that an invariance

property appears� except for the component containing the critical point every component

is mapped monotonically onto its image which is also a component of the cover� Finally

all components are transported to the central one� that is the one containing the critical

point� The main question to be answered is whether this transport has good distortion

properties�

In fact the covers of the Cantor sets are part of covers of the almost the whole interval�

having the same invariance property� S�unimodal maps having arbitrarily �ne covers with

uniform good distortion properties are said to have the Weak�Markov�property�



Theorem B� Every S�unimodal map not having periodic attractors has the Weak�

Markov�Property�

The tools developed for proving Theorem B are used to proof Theorem A� The ergod�

icity of S�unimodal maps is a direct consequence of the Weak�Markov�Property� For

understanding stronger ergodic properties we need a stronger distortion property�

Using the Weak�Markov�Property we see that smaller and smaller intervals are transported

with uniform bounded distortion to smaller and smaller central intervals� For getting

stronger ergodic properties we need to �nd almost everywhere smaller and smaller intervals

transported with uniform bounded distortion to a �xed big interval� Maps having this

distortion property are said to have the Markov�Property�

Using this Markov�Property all basic ergodic properties can be proved in a uniform way�

conservativity� existence of attractors� etc�

The main application of the Markov�Property is an ergodic classi�cation of S�unimodal

maps� In particular it can be used to classify the maps having an attracting Cantor set in

the sense of Milnor �	Mi
��

Theorem C� An S�unimodal map not having a periodic attractor has the Markov�

property if and only if it doesn�t have a Cantor attractor�

An appendix is added in which the basic notions of S�unimodal dynamics are de�ned�

The results presented here are taken from the authors thesis defended at the Technical

University of Delft in �����

The author would like to thank the Instituto de Matematica Pura e Aplicada �IMPA� at

Rio de Janeiro in which this work was done�

�� Covers and induced maps

The analytical properties of the construction presented here are based on the following

fundamental Lemma� Its proof can be found in dierent places� for example 	MMS
�

Lemma ��� �Koebe�Lemma�� Let M�T be intervals in 	�� �
 with M � T � The compo�

nents of TnM are denoted by L and R� For every � � � there exist � � � and K � �

�



such that the following holds� Let f � 	�� �
 � 	�� �
 be a map with negative Schwarzian

derivative� If fnjT

is monotone and

jfn�L�j � �jfn�M�j and jfn�R�j � �jfn�M�j

then

�� jDfn�x�j
jDfn�y�j � K for x� y �M �Koebe�Lemma��

�� T contains a ��scaled neighborhood of M �Macroscopic�Koebe�Lemma��

Corollary ���� For every � � � there exists � � � with the following property� Let

fMiji � �g be a pairwise disjoint collection of subintervals of the interval T � For i � � let

Li and Ri be such that

�� Li is a component of T � �j��Mj next to Mi�

�� Ri is a component of T �Mi next to Mi�

�� Li �Ri � ��

	� jLij � �jMij and Rij � �jMij�

If g � T � � T is monotone
 onto and has Sg�x� � � for x � T � then for i � �

jL�ij � �jM �
i j

where L�i and M �
i are the preimages under g of respectively Li and Mi�

The Koebe�Lemma assures bounded distortion if there are big extensions of monotonicity

on both sides� The next step is to develop topological instruments for studying the maximal

extensions�

In this section we will �x an S�unimodal map f � 	�� �
� 	�� �
 with critical point c and

we assume that f does not have periodic attractors�

For x � 	�� �
 denote the interval �x� ��x�� by Vx �the involution � is de�ned in the ap�

pendix�� Furthermore de�ne

N � fx � 	�� c�jVx � orb�x� � �g�

�



The points in N are called nice� Observe that every periodic orbit contains nice points�

Hence N is not empty� Moreover since the critical point is accumulated by periodic orbits

N also accumulates on c� Clearly N is closed� Fix x � N �

Lemma ���� For i � �� � let Ti � 	�� �
 be two di�erent intervals such that fni � Ti � Vx

is monotone and onto for some n� � n� � If T� � T� 	� � then T� � T� and n� � n��

proof� Suppose that �T� � T� 	� �� Then n� 	� n�� And x � fn��T�� which implies

fn��n��x� � Vx� Contradiction�

The set of points who visit Vx is called Cx � 	�� �
� Observe that it can be described as

being the union of all intervals T such that fn � T � Vx is monotone and onto for some

n � �� Furthermore let �x � 	�� �
� Cx and Dx � f���Cx� � Vx�

Lemma ���� Let I � Cx be a component� Then there exists n � � such that fn � I � Vx is

monotone and onto� Furthermore fI� f�I�� � � � � fn�I� � Vxg is a pairwise disjoint collection�

In particular there exists only one such n � ��

proof� Lemma ��� implies easily that for every component I of Cx there exists n � �

such that fn � I � Vx is monotone and onto� Observe that this number n � � is de�ned

uniquely� c � fn�I� which implies that fn�sjI is not monotone for s � ��

To proof the disjointness of the orbit it su�ces to proof that f j�I� � Vx � � for all j � n�

Suppose f j�I� � Vx 	� � with j � n� By Lemma ��� we get f j�I� � Vx�

Let j � n be minimal such that f j�I� � Vx� Let H � 	�� �
 be the maximal interval

containing I with f j jH is monotone and f j�H� � Vx� Suppose that a component L of

H � I is mapped in Vx� fn�L� � Vx� Then by maximality there exists s � j such that

c � �fs�L�� The minimality of j implies fs�I� � Vx � �� Hence x � fs�L�� Because

f j�L� � Vx this implies orb�x� � Vx 	� �� Contradiction�

So we conclude that f j � H � Vx is monotone and onto� Furthermore H contains the

component I of Cx� The de�nition of Cx implies that H � I� In particular j � n�

Contradiction�

Lemma ��� states the invariance property of the covers Cx discussed in the introduction�
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It enables us to de�ne the Transfer map

Tx � Cx � Vx

and also the Poincar�e map

Rx � Dx � Vx

by Rx � Tx 
 f �

The next lemma shows that these induced maps are de�ned almost everywhere�

Lemma ��	� If x � N then

�� jCxj � � �and j�xj � ���

�� jDxj � jVxj�

Furthermore

�� �x is invariant�

	� if y � �x is such that orb�y� � V x � � then �x accumulates from both sides on y�

proof� Take y � �x and assume f�y� 	� �x� say f�y� � I � Cx� If c� 	� I then f���I� �

Cx� Hence c� � I� Because x � N we get easily that f���I� � Vx� This gives the

contradiction y � Vx� So �x is invariant�

To prove the �rst two statements it su�ces to proof j�xj � �� Because �x is a closed

��dimensional invariant set not containing the critical point a well�known lemma in 	Mi


states that �x has Lebesgue measure zero�

Take y � �x with orb�y� � Vx � �� Suppose that y is not accumulated from both sides by

�x� Hence y is a boundary point of a component of Cx� Lemma ��� states that the orbit

of y passes through the boundary of Vx� Contradiction�

As a consequence of the previous lemma the set

R � fx � 	�� �
jc � 
�x�g

has Lebesgue measure ��

The branches of the Transfer map are monotone� To apply the Koebe�Lemma we have to

know how much the monotonicity can be extended�
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Suppose c� � Cx� So there exists a component Sx � Cx with c� � Sx� Let ��x� �

�f���Sx� � 	�� c� and de�ne Ux � V��x� � f���Sx��

We get Sx � �f�Vx�� �� because x is nice� Hence Ux � V��x� � Vx� Using lemma ��� we

get orb�f���x���� Vx � �� In particular ��x� � N �

To �nish the de�nition of the increasing function � � N � N let ��x� � x if c� 	� Cx�

The pair �Vx� Ux� is called a transfer range� If Vx contains a ��scaled neighborhood of Ux

then the pair is called a ��transfer range�

Proposition ��
� Let x � N and I � C��x� be a component
 say T��x�jI � fnjI� Then

there exists an interval TI containing I such that

fn � TI � Vx

is monotone and onto�

Combining the Koebe�Lemma with this proposition we get that the branches of T��x� �

C��x� � Ux have uniformly bounded distortion� The bound just depends on the space in

Vx around Ux�

A pair �T� I� of intervals with the property that for some n � �� called the transfer time�

�� fn � T � Vx is monotone and onto�

�� fn�I� � Ux

is called TI�pair for �Vx� Ux�� As in lemma ��� observe that the time n � � is de�ned

uniquely� As we saw above every TI�pair for a certain transfer range has uniform bounded

distortion on the middle part�

proof of proposition ��
� Let I be a component of C��x�� say T��x�jI � fnjI� and let

H � 	�� �
 be the maximal interval containing I with fnjH is monotone and fn�H� � Vx�

Suppose by contradiction that the component L of H � I is mapped in Vx� fn�L� � Vx�

Then by maximality there exists j � n such that c � �f j�L�� We know from lemma ��� that

f j�I��Ux � �� Hence ��x� � f j�L�� Because fn�L� � Vx this implies orb���x���Vx 	� ��

Contradiction�

The intersection behavior of the TI�pairs is formulated in
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Lemma ���� For i � �� � let �Ti� Ii� be TI�pairs for �Vx� Ux� with transfer times respectively

n� and n�� If T� � T� 	� � and n� � n� then

T� � T� � I� or T� � I�

and n� � n��

proof� From lemma ��� we get T� � T� and n� � n�� Suppose� by contradiction� T� �

�I� 	� �� Then ��x� � fn��T��� Hence f
n��n����x�� � Vx� Contradiction�

We �nish with the de�nition of the last type of induced maps� Let Ex be the union of all

intervals I which are part of a TI�pair �TI � I� for �Vx� Ux� with positive transfer time�

Again lemma ��� implies that the connected components of Ex are intervals which are part

of a TI�pair for �Vx� Ux�� This de�nes the Markov map

Mx � Ex � Ux�

Directly after de�ning the �rst two induced maps we where able to show that they are

de�ned almost everywhere� For Markov maps the situation is not that simple� Section �

will deal with the question whether or not the Markov maps are de�ned almost everywhere�

There we will show that Markov�maps are de�ned almost everywhere only in the case of

absence of Cantor attractors�

�� The Weak�Markov�Property

In this section we are going to prove a general distortion result for S�unimodal maps�

called the weak�Markov�property�

Definition ���� An S�unimodal map is said to satisfy theWeak�Markov�Property if there

exist K � �
 a set Gw � 	�� �
 with full Lebesgue measure and a set D � N accumulating

at the critical point such that for every x � Gw and for every y � D there exist t � � and

an interval I � x such that

f t � I � Vy

�



is a di�eomorphism with distortion bounded by K�

Theorem ���� Let f be an unimodal map without periodic attractor� There exists � � �

and D � N accumulating at the critical point such that for every x � D the following

property holds�

If I is a component of Cx
 say TxjI � fnjI then fn maps the maximal interval containing

I on which fn is monotone over a ��scaled neighborhood of Vx�

The Koebe�lemma implies directly the main consequence of this Theorem�

Theorem ��� �The Weak�Markov�Property�� Every S�unimodal map without pe�

riodic attractor satis�es the Weak�Markov�Property�

During the proof we will see that the number � � � only depends on the power of the

critical point and that the set D has a topological de�nition�

During the proof of Theorem ��� we will see that in general the monotone extensions of

the branches fn � I � Ux with I � Cx will have images much bigger than the transfer

range� So Theorem ��� does not learn us something about the geometry of transfer ranges�

However in our study of the Lebesgue measure of the critical limit sets we need a better

understanding of the geometry of transfer ranges� That is why we need the following

stronger form of Theorem ����

Theorem ���� Let f be an only �nitely renormalizable unimodal map having a non�

periodic recurrent critical point� Then there exists a sequence f�Un� Vn�gn�� of ��transfer

ranges with jVnj � ��

In this section we are going to prove Theorem ��� and ���� Fix an S�unimodal map f whose

critical point c is recurrent� Furthermore we assume f not to have periodic attractors�

Proposition ��	� There exist �� � � � such that for x � N the following holds�

�� Assume c � Rx�Ux�� Let I � C��x� be a component
 say T��x�jI � fkjI
 and T

the maximal interval containing I for which fk is monotone� Then fk�T � contains a

��scaled neighborhood of Ux�

�� Assume c 	� Rx�Ux� and jVxj � �� � ��jUxj� If TxjSx � fnjSx and if T is the maximal

interval containing Sx such that fnjT is monotone then fn�T � contains a ��scaled
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neighborhood of 	Rx�Ux�� c
�

proof� Let TxjSx � fnjSx and M � f�Ux�� We are going to study the orbit

fM� f�M�� ���� fn�M�g� M is contained in Sx� Hence by lemma ��� this orbit consists of

pairwise disjoint intervals� Choose m � f�� �� �� ���� ng such that jfm�M�j � jDf j��jf
j�M�j

for all j � n and fm�M� has neighbors on both sides� This means that both components

of 	�� �
� fm�M� contains intervals of the form f i�M� with i � n� Observe that by taking

m� in such a way that fm
�

�M� is the smallest one we can take m � fm��m� � ��m� � �g

having the described property� Let f l�M� and fr�M� be the direct neighbors of fm�M��

Let H be the maximal interval containing M for which fmjH is monotone and fm�H� �

	f l�M�� fr�M�
� We claim

fm�H� � 	f l�M�� fr�M�
�

Fix a component L of H �M and assume that fm�L� � 	f l�M�� fr�M�
� by maximality

there exists j � n with c � �f j�L�� Because f j�M� � Ux � � we see that fm�j���M� �

fm�L� � 	f l�M�� fr�M�
� But m� j� � � m� �� Hence 	f l�M�� fr�M�
 contains at least

four intervals of the form f i�M�� i � n� This contradiction �nish the proof of the claim�

From the de�nition ofm� l� r and the Macroscopic�Koebe�lemma we get a universal constant

�� � � �only depending on jDf j�� such that H contains a ���scaled neighborhood of M �

Because the critical point of f is non��at there exists a universal constant �� � � such that

H � � f���H� contains a �� � scaled neighborhood of Ux�

proof of statement �� Assume that c � fn�M�� Take a component I of D��x�� say

with transfer time k � �� Denote by T the maximal interval containing I on which fk is

monotone and fk�T � � H �� We claim fk�T � � H � which proves statement ��

To prove this� �x a component L of T � I and suppose that fk�L� � H �� From the

maximality of T we get j � k with c � �f j�L�� But f j�I� � Ux � �� Therefore fk�L�

contains fk�j���M� in its closure which is contained in H �� Because fm�� is monotone on

the component of H ��fcg which contains fk�L�� the iterate fm���k�j�� maps the closure

of M monotonically into the interior of 	f l�M�� fr�M�
� In particular� because c � fn�M��
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we have k � m � j � n� Again this implies that 	f l�M�� fr�M�
 contains at least four

intervals of the form f i�M�� i � n� Contradiction�

proof of statement �� Let T be the maximal interval containing Sx on which fn is

monotone� The components of T � M are denoted by L�R� say c � fn�R�� Because

fn�Sx� � Vx and c 	� fn�M� the interval fn�R� contains a component of Vx � fcg� So

using the non��atness of the critical point we get a constant �� � � such that

jfn�R�j � ��j	f
n�M�� c
j�

So we only have to study fn�L�� We claim

L� � fn�L�

where L� is the component of H ��Ux which lies on the same side of c as fn�L�� Once this

claim is proved statement � follows by taking � � � su�ciently small�

Indeed� suppose by contradiction fn�L� � L�� Again the maximality of T assures the

existence of j � n with c � �f j�L�� Observe f j�M� � Vx � �� So we get fn�j���M� �

fn�L� � L�� Consider the interval 	f j�M�� c
 �if f j�M� and fn�j���M� are on the same

side of c� Otherwise consider ��	f j�M�� c
��

The map fn�j � 	f j�M�� c
 � 	fn�M�� fn�j���M�
 is monotone and onto� Because f

doesn�t have a periodic attractor we get

f j�M� � �fn�j���M�� fn�M���

Because fn�j���M� � L� and hence fn�j���m���M� � 	f l�M�� fr�M�
 we get n � j �

� �m� � � n� Hence

j � m�

Furthermore 	fn�j���M�� c
 � 	L�� c
 and fm��j	L�� c
 is monotone� Because j � m the

map f j�� � 	fn�j���M�� c
� 	f j�M�� fn�M�
 is monotone and onto� Furthermore we have

	f j�M�� fn�M�
 � 	fn�j���M�� c
� Hence f has a periodic attractor� Contradiction�

Shortly speaking Proposition ��� states that the central branch of the Poincar�e map Rx

has a quadratic shape�
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Corollary ��
� Let f be an unimodal not having periodic attractors� There exist � � �

and K � � with the following properties� Let x � N and suppose TxjSx � fn� If

jVxj � �� � ��jUxj then

�� For all y�� y� � f�Ux�

�

K
�
jDfn�y��j

jDfn�y��j
� K�

�� For all y � Ux

jDfn���y�j � K�

proof� The �rst statement follows directly by applying the Koebe�lemma and the previous

Proposition�

To prove the second statement we de�ne a pointm � Ux� Letm � ��x� if jDfn�����x��j �

�
��� � If jDfn�����x��j � �

��� let m be the closest point in Ux to ��x� such that

jDfn���m�j � �
��� �because Dfn���c� � � such an m exists��

First we are going to show

j	m� c
j

j	��x�� c
j
�

�

�
�

We may assume m 	� ��x�� Because fn���Ux� � Vx we have

jVxj � jfn���	��x��m
�j �
�

�� �
j	��x��m
j�

Hence

j	m� c
j

j	��x�� c
j
�
j	��x�� c
j � j	��x��m
j

j	��x�� c
j
�

� �� �
�� �

�

jVxj

jUxj
� �� �

�� �

�

�

�� �
�

�

�
�

Because c is non��at we get for all y � Ux

jDfn���y�j �
jDfn���y�j

jDfn���m�j
�jDfn���m�j �

jDf�y�j

jDf�m�j
K

�

�� �
�

� B
jx� cj�

jm� cj�
� B

j��x�� cj�

jm� cj�
� B�� � A

where � is the order of the critical point and B a positive constant depending on ��K and

the behavior of f around the critical point�
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Lemma ���� There exists � � � such that for all x � N with

�� c 	� Rx�Ux��

�� Rx�c� � Vx � Ux

Vx contains a ��scaled neighborhood of Ux�

proof� Let � � � be given by proposition ��� and denote the part of the �
��scaled

neighborhood of 	Rx�Ux�� c
 which lies on the same side of c as Rx�Ux� by H
�� The pair of

intervals P � Q is such that

�� f�Ux� � P and P � Sx�

�� fn�P � � 	Rx�Ux�� c
�

�� fn � Q� 	H �� c� is monotone and onto �where RxjUx � fn��jUx��

Proposition ��� implies that such intervals exist� Let jVxj � �� � ��jUxj and assume that

� is small� Furthermore the Koebe�Lemma tells us that fnjQ has bounded distortion� We

have to show that � is not too small� Observe that jRx�Ux�j � O���� This follows from

assumption �� and ���

Consider U � f���Q� as a neighborhood of Ux� Using the bounded distortion of fnjQ and

the fact that the critical point of f is of order � it is easy to show that U is a O���
�
� ��scaled

neighborhood of Ux� This bound implies that for � small H � � U �

Suppose that � is su�ciently small to assure that U will contain H �� Now let H be the

component of U � fcg containing Rx�Ux�� Then

fn�� � H � H � � H

is monotone� Hence f has a periodic attractor� Contradiction� � is away from zero�

Lemma ���� There exist �� � � � such that for all x � N with

�� jVxj � �� � ��jUxj�

�� there exists p � Ux with Rx�p� � p and Vp � Rx�Vp�

Vp contains a ��scaled neighborhood of Up�

proof� Observe that this periodic point is nice� p � N � Let M � Vp be the maximal

interval with Rx�M� � Vp � �� Easily we get Up � M � Let � be given by corollary ����
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Then we get a universal bound on DRxjUx� jDRx�y�j � A for all y � Vp� This implies

that both components of Vp �M are bigger than �
A
jVpj� Hence

jUpj � jM j � ���
�

A
�jVpj�

Let � � �
A
�

proof of Theorem ���� If there exists a neighborhood V of c such that V � orbfcg � �

then let D � N � V � The theorem follows from the fact that the boundary of the images

of the maximal intervals of monotonicity consists of critical values� points in the orbit of

c� Hence we may assume that the critical point is recurrent�

First we are going to de�ne the sequence of closest approach to c� Let cn � fn�c� and

de�ne

q��� � ��

q�n� �� � minft � Njct � Vcq�n�g�

Because c � 
�c� and c is not periodic the sequence fq�n�gn�� is well de�ned� Since c is an

accumulation point of N there are in�nitely many n � � for which �Vcq�n���
�Vcq�n���N 	�

�� For those n � � de�ne

x�n� � supf�Vcq�n���
� Vcq�n�� �N � 	�� c�g�

Observe that the points cq�n� are not in N � the supremum is in fact a maximum� Fur�

thermore x�n� � �Vcq�n��� � Vcq�n� � N � � Hence for i � q�n� f i�c� 	� Vx�n� and

fq�n��c� � Vcq�n� � Vx�n�� In particular Rx�n�jUx�n� � fq�n��

Let D � f��x�n��g� We distinguish two cases�

Low Case� c 	� Rx�n��Ux�n��� Because f doesn�t have periodic attractors and c 	�

Rx�n��Ux�n�� we get ��x�n�� � x�n�� Hence� by using the de�nition of x�n� we get

��x�n�� � Vcq�n� or Ux�n� � Vq�n�� So we can apply Lemma ���� Vx�n� is a ��scaled

neighborhood of Ux�n�� Use proposition ���� the fundamental property of transfer ranges�

to �nish the proof�

��



High Case� c � Rx�n��Ux�n��� The statement follows directly from proposition ����

proof of theorem ���� The transfer ranges will be de�ned in terms of the points y�n� �

N � These points are an adjustment of the points x�n� from the proof of theorem ��� and

will be de�ned below� Let � � � be the minimum of the numbers � given by lemma ���

and ���� We distinguish two cases�

Low Case� c 	� Rx�n��Ux�n��� The de�nition of x�n� implies that Rx�n��c� � cq�n� 	�

Ux�n�� Hence we can apply Lemma ���� Vx�n� is a ��scaled neighborhood of Ux�n�� Let

y�n� � x�n��

High Case� c � Rx�n��Ux�n��� Let � � � be given by lemma ���� If jVx�n�j � �� �

��jUx�n�j then let y�n� � x�n�� Assume that this metrical property doesn�t hold� The map

Rx�n�jUx�n� has a periodic point p � Ux�n�� Because f is only �nitely renormalizable we

may assume �by taking n large enough� that Vp � Rx�n��Vp�� Let y�n� � p and apply

lemma ����

Because cq�n� � c it follows that y�n�� c�

Let us �nish this section with a simple consequence of the Weak�Markov�Property� It

implies directly the ergodicity�

Lemma ��� Let f be a S�unimodal map without periodic attractor and D � 	�� �
 the

set given by the Weak�Markov�Property �Theorem ����� If X � 	�� �
 is an invariant set

with positive Lebesgue measure then

lim
D�x�c

jX � Vxj

jVxj
� ��

Proof� Using lemma ������ and jXj � � we get a density point y � X of X with y � Cx

for x � D� For every x � D let Ix be the component of Cx containing y� Say f
nx � Ix � Vx

is dieomorphic with distortion bounded by K� Furthermore the contraction principle

implies jIxj � � if D � x� c� Consider

lim
D�x�c

jXc � Vxj

jVxj
� lim
D�x�c

jTx�Xc � Ix�j

jTx�Ix�j

� lim
D�x�c

R
Xc�Ix

jDTx�t�jdt

jDTx�n�jjIxj

��



for some n � In� Thus

lim
D�x�c

jXc � Vxj

jVxj
� lim
D�x�c

K
jXc � Ixj

jIxj
� ��

This �nishes the proof�

�� The Markov�Property

In this section we will study a second distortion result� called the Markov�Property� This

property is much stronger than the Weak�Markov�Property and serves for studying more

complicated ergodic properties�

Definition ���� An S�unimodal map is said to satisfy the Markov�Property if there

exists a set G � 	�� �
 with full Lebesgue measure and y � N such that for every x � G

there exist a sequence of TI�pairs �Tn� In� for the transfer range �Vy� Uy� with x � In and

jInj � ��

In particular
 if Uy 	� Vy
 the maps

In � Uy

are di�eomorphisms with uniform bounded distortion�

We can reformulate the Markov�Property in terms of Markov�maps�

Lemma ���� An unimodal map f has the Markov�Property i� there exists x � N such

that the Markov map Mx � Ex � Ux has full domain

jExj � ��

Proposition ���� Let f be an S�unimodal map without periodic attractor� If the limit

set of the critical point is not minimal then f has the Markov�property�

Let us prove this proposition for the S�unimodal map f satisfying the two conditions of

the proposition� In particular f is not in�nitely renormalisable�

Let us �rst deal with the case when f is Misiurewicz� c 	� 
�c�� Take x � N such that

orb�c�� � Vx � �� Then c� 	� Cx and ��x� � x� In this situation it is easy to show that

Ex � �Cx � Vx� � �f���Cx� � Vx��

��



This implies� by using lemma ���� that Mx has full domain� jExj � ��

In the sequel we will assume that the critical point c is recurrent�

Lemma ���� There exists x � N and a sequence of intervals Kn
 n � � such that for n � �

�� There are no renormalisations possible in Vx� In particular ��x� � x�

�� �Kn � �x and Kn � Vx � ��

�� Kn � 
�c� 	� ��

	� jKnj � ��

proof� Let q � 
�c� be such that c 	� 
�q�� This is possible because 
�c� is not minimal�

Choose x � N such that

orb�q� � Vx � ��

and such that there are no renormalisations possible in Vx� Then q � �x and q is accumu�

lated from both sides by �x �see lemma ����� Hence we can take a sequence of intervals

q � Kn with jKnj � � and �Kn � �x accumulating at q � 
�c��

Let x � N and the intervals Kn be given by lemma ���� Because Kn � 
�c� 	� � there

exists a sequence tn �� with cj 	� Kn for j � tn and ctn � Kn� We claim that for every

n � � there exists an interval K �
n containing c� such that

f tn�� � K �
n � Kn

is monotone and onto� Indeed let K �
n be the maximal interval containing c� with f

tn��jK �
n

is monotone and f tn���K �
n� � Kn� Assume by contradiction that f tn���L�n� � Kn where

L�n is a component of K �
n � fc�g� Then the maximality of K �

n implies the existence of

j � tn � � such that c � �f j�L�n�� So f
tn���j�c� � Kn� Contradicting the fact that ctn is

the �rst critical value in Kn� This proves the claim�

We are going to use the components of C��x�� which belongs to TI�pairs� in Kn to show

that the domain of the Markov mapMx is has positive upper density in c� This is done by

pulling back the TI�pairs into K �
n� close to c�� And then one step more to get them close

to c� However we have to be careful� The whole TI�pairs have to be pulled back� The

collection �Mn de�ned below will contain the components for which this is impossible�

The statements in the lemma below follow directly from respectively proposition ���� the

de�nition of Cx and lemma ���� We will leave the the proofs to the reader�

��



Lemma ��	� If I is a component of C��x� with I �Kn 	� � then there exists an interval T

containing I such that

�� �T� I� is a TI�pair for �Vx� Ux��

�� T � Kn�

Furthermore

jC��x� �Knj � jKnj�

The map f tn�� � K �
n � Kn is monotone and dierentiable hence we can pull back the

TI�pairs in Kn into K �
n and form the pairwise disjoint collection�

In � fI � K �
njf

tn���I� is a component of C��x� �Kng�

From the previous lemma we get for every I � In an interval TI � K �
n such that �TI � I� is

a TI�pair for �Vx� Ux�� Furthermore j � Inj � jK �
nj�

Let �Mn consists of I � In with

�� I � 	�� c�
 	� ��

�� c� � TI �

From lemma ��� we know that the collection fTI jI � �Mng consists of nested intervals� In

particular we can count �Mn � f �Miji � �g such that T �Mi��
� T �Mi

� �Mi� Denote by �Li

the component of K �
n � �i�� �Mi next to �Mi such that c� 	� 	�� �Li
�

Lemma ��
� If I � �Li 	� � for some i � � and I � In then TI � �Li�

Furthermore there exists �� � � such that j�Lij � ��j �Mij for all i � ��

proof� The �rst statement follows directly from lemma ���� The Koebe�Lemma gives

�� � � such that jTI j contains a ���scaled neighborhood of I where �TI � I� is a TI�pair

for �Vx� Ux�� Again the statement follows from lemma ���� �Li contains a component of

T �Mi
� �Mi�

Let Tn be the symmetric interval f���K �
n�� Observe that �i�� �Li � f�Tn�� So de�ne

En � f����i�� �Li��

from the previous lemma we get

��



Lemma ���� Every y � En has a TI�pair for �Vx� Ux�� Furthermore this TI�pair is inside

Tn�

The next step is to show that En � Tn has some universal metrical properties� Denote the

components of Tn � En by Mn � f��� �Mn�� Again Mn is countable� say Mn � fMiji �

�g� If c � �Mn then the corresponding component is M�� If not we de�ne M� � ��

For i � � let Li be the component of Tn ��i��Mi next to Mi but not between Mi and c�

Furthermore let Ri be the component of Tn �Mi containing c� If M� 	� � de�ne R� and

L� to be the components of Tn � �i��Mi next to M��

Lemma ���� There exists � � � such that for i � �

jLij � �jMij and jRij � �jMij�

This bound is independent of n � ��

proof� For i � � Ri contains one component of Tn � fcg� From the non��atness of the

critical and the fact that Tn is a symmetric interval we get �� � � with jRij � ��jMij�

Now Li �Mi is mapped monotonically onto �Mj � �Lj for some j � �� The space given by

lemma ��� can be pulled back without being distorted to much because the non��atness

of the critical point� Hence we get a constant �� � �� depending on the behavior of the

critical point such that

jLij � ��jMij�

For i � � the situation is even better� L� and R� are mapped onto some �Lj and M� into

the corresponding �Mj � Again the non��atness allow us to pull back space�

proof of proposition ���� Let R be the set of points whose orbit accumulates onto c�

In section � we saw jRj � �� We are going to show that the domain of the Markov mapMx

has a positive upper density in every point y � R� From jRj � � it follows that jExj � ��

Take y � R and n � �� The �rst time the orbit of y hits Tn is denoted by sn� Let Hn be

the maximal interval containing y such that fsn maps Hn monotonically into Tn� Before

we saw that there are no renormalisations possible inside Ux� Hence the Lemma from the

appendix gives

fsn�Hn� � Tn�

��



Now let An � Hn be the preimage of En� By using corollary ��� we get a universal constant

� � � such that

jAnj � �jHnj�

The last observation to be made is An � Ex� The TI�pairs in En are part of Tn hence

they can be pulled back into Hn� So every point in An has a TI�pair hence is in Ex�

Thus the upper density of Ex in y is bigger than ��

Let us �nish this section with the fundamental distortion property which holds for Markov

maps�

Fix x � N and consider the Markov map Mx � Ex � Ux� Let the collection B� consists of

the branches of Mx� That is it consists of the components of Ex� De�ne inductively the

collections of branches of Mn
x as follows� An interval I � Ux is in Bn�� if Mx�I� � Bn�

proposition ��� If f satis�es the Markov�property
 say Mx � Ex � Ux has full domain


then there exists K � � such that

�

K
�
jDMn

x �y��j

jDMn
x �y��j

� K

for y�� y� � I � Bn and n � ��

Proof� Suppose that f also satis�es the Misiurewicz property� that is� the critical point

is not recurrent� In this case we may assume that the critical orbit does not intersect Vx�

Then it is easy to see that the branches ofMn
x have essentially bigger monotone extensions�

Using the Koebe�Lemma the proposition can be proved�

In the other case� the critical orbit is recurrent� we also �nd easily monotone extensions�

Indeed� using lemma ��� it is easy to see that every branch ofMn
x has a monotone extension

to Vx� Again the Koebe�Lemma �nishes the proof�

Corollary ����� If f satis�es the Markov�property then every ��dimensional closed in�

variant set has Lebesgue measure zero�

Proof� Let X � 	�� �
 be a ��dimensional closed invariant set and let y � N be such that

the Markov�Property holds for the transfer range �Vy� Uy��

��



Suppose jXj � �� Then there exists a density point x of X with x � X � G� Let

f�Tn� In�gn�� be the TI�pairs for �Vy� Uy� given by the Markov�Property� As in the proof

of lemma ��� we show

lim
n��

jXc � Uxj

jUxj
� lim

n��
K
jXc � Inj

jInj
� ��

Hence� because X is closed� Ux � X� Contradiction�

�� The Ergodic Properties of Unimodal maps

In this section the distortion results from the previous sections will be used to give a

measure theoretical description of S�unimodal dynamics� First we will use the developed

technics to prove two fundamental theorems which were already proved by Blokh and

Lyubich in 	BL�
� the ergodicity and the Ergodic Classi�cation Theorem� However we will

include the relation with the Markov�Property�

Theorem 	��� Every S�unimodal map which doesn�t have periodic attractors is ergodic�

The ergodicity follows directly from lemma ����

We will �x in this section an S�unimodal map f without periodic attractor� Its critical

point is denoted by c�

Let n � � and x � 	�� �
� The maximal interval containing x on which fn is monotone is

denoted by Tn�x�� Furthermore the components of Tn�x��fxg are denoted by respectively

Ln�x� and Rn�x�� De�ne rn � 	�� �
� R by

rn�x� � minfjLn�x�j� jRn�x�jg�

This functions turn out to be fundamental for understanding the ergodic theory of uni�

modal maps�

Furthermore de�ne

r�x� � lim sup
n��

rn�x�

��



for every x � 	�� �
�

The ergodicity of f implies the existence of a number r � � such that

r�x� � r for a�e� x � 	�� �
�

Proposition 	��� Let f be an S�unimodal map without periodic attractor� The map f

has the Markov�Property if and only if r � ��

Proof� The Markov�Property easily implies r � ��

Suppose we have r � � for a map f not satisfying the Markov�Property� Using the

Contraction Principle we get that the function � � 	�� �
� 	�� �


���� � supfjIjjfn maps the interval I monotonically onto T with jT j � �g

tends to zero as �� ��

Take x � N close enough to the critical point c to get ���� jVxj� �
�
�r�

Because f doesn�t satisfy the Markov�Property� we get jExj � �� which implies� by using

the ergodicity� that for almost every point y � 	�� �
 the exists ny � � such that for every

n � ny with fn�y� � Ux

rn�y� �
�

�
jVxj�

Now take such a point y and n � ny� Let s � � be the smallest number such that

fn�s�y� � Ux� Suppose that rn�s�y� is determined by the piece Rn�s�y� of Tn�s�y� �see

de�nition rn�y��� Now we claim that one piece� sayRn�y� of Tn�y� is mapped monotonically

onto Rn�s�y�� In fact this follows easily from the fact that Rn�s�y� � Vx and that

orb��Ux� � Vx � ��

Then we conclude that rn�y� � ���� jVxj� �
�
�r for all n � ny� Hence lim sup rn � �

�r�

Contradiction�

Using the number r � � we can give The Ergodic Classi�cation of S�unimodal maps�

P � ff � Ujf has a periodic attractor g�

C � ff � Ujr � �g�

I � ff � Ujr � �g�

��



Let us remember the de�nition given in 	Mr
 of an attractor �the ergodicity of our maps

makes the de�nition a bit simpler��

Definition 	��� A closed invariant set A � 	�� �
 is called an attractor if for almost every

x � 	�� �



�x� � A�

Theorem 	�� �The Ergodic Classification Theorem�� Every S�unimodal map has

an attractor A� It can be of three di�erent types

�� if f � P then A is a periodic orbit�

�� if f � C then A � 
�c� which is a minimal Cantor set�

�� if f � I then A is the orbit of a periodic interval�

In particular f � I if and only if f has the Markov�Property�

Proof� Consider an S�unimodal map f � If f � P we are �nished�

If f � C then f doesn�t have the Markov�Property� Hence using Proposition ��� we get

that 
�c� is a minimal Cantor set� Now r � � implies that almost all orbits accumulates

on 
�c�� Again using the minimality of 
�c� the attractor turns out to be 
�c��

Take f � I� By lemma ��� we get the Markov�Property for f � say jExj � � for some

x � N � It easily follows from Proposition ��� that for almost every x � 	�� �


Ux � 
�x�

which implies 	c�� c�
 � 
�x�� Because 
�x� � 	c�� c�
 for every x � 	�� �
 we get A �

	c�� c�
 � 
�x� for almost every x � 	�� �
�

Theorem 	�	� If f is a S�unimodal map whose limit set 
�c� of the critical point is

zero�dimensional then

j
�c�j � ��

In particular if f � C � P we have jAj � ��

Proof� Suppose that the critical point is not recurrent� Then there exists x � N with


�c��Vx � � or 
�c� � �x� From lemma ��� we know j�xj � � which implies the theorem�

��



The second case deals with the situation when c � 
�c� but the limit set is not minimal� In

this case the map has the Markov�property� Corollary ���� tells that every ��dimensional

closed invariant set has Lebesgue measure zero� In particular j
�c�j � ��

Now assume that c � 
�c� and that 
�c� is minimal� Suppose f is in�nitely renormalizable�

So f j
�c� is injective� Together with lemma ��� we get j
�c�j � �� Hence we may assume

that f is not renormalizable�

Let f�Vxn � Uxn�gn�� be the sequence of ��transfer ranges given by theorem ���� Fix n � ��

The minimality of 
�c� and lemma ������ implies that every point x � 
�c� is contained

in some component I � C��xn�� So we get a �nite collection of intervals TI covering


�c�� Here the intervals TI form together with the intervals I� I � 
�c� 	� �� a TI�pair for

�Vxn � Uxn�� Using the fact that these intervals TI are nested� see lemma ���� and form a

�nite collection we can �nd a component In of C��xn� such that

�� In � 
�c� 	� ��

�� �TIn � In� � 
�c� � ��

Because �TIn � In� is a TI�pair for the ��transfer range �Vxn � Uxn� we get a �� � �� not

depending on n � � such that both components of TIn�In are bigger than ��jInj� Observe

that these components do not contain points of 
�c�� we found some space in the Cantor

set 
�c��

Let tn � � be minimal such that ctn � In� Using �� above we get as before an interval T �n

containing c� such that f
tn�� � T �n � TIn is an onto dieomorphism� Let Tn � f���T �n� and

Mn � Tn be the maximal interval with f tn�Mn� � In� Let Ln and Rn be the components

of Tn �Mn� Using the fact that the critical point is non��at we �nd � � � such that

�� �Tn �Mn� � 
�c� � ��

�� jLnj � jRnj � �jMnj�

Now we are able to prove that 
�c� does not have density points� For this let x � 
�c��

Because c � 
�x� we can de�ne sn � � to be the smallest number with fsn�x� � Tn� Then

apply the Lemma from the appendix and we �nd for every n � � an interval Kn around

x such that fsn � Kn � Tn is an onto dieomorphism� Again the Contraction�principle

assures that jKnj � �� Using the Macroscopic�Koebe�Lemma and property �� and �� of

Tn above we see that x is not a density point of 
�c�� Hence j
�c�j � ��

��



Theorem 	��� Let A be the topological attractor of f � I� Then f jA is conservative�

Proof� LetD � A with positive Lebesgue measure� The map f has the Markov�Property�

Hence by Lemma ��� there exists x � N with jExj � �� Because D � A there exists C � Ux

with positive Lebesgue measure such that fn�C� � D for some n � �� Let D� � D be the

set of points whose orbits return to D� Now by using the Markov�Property we see that

almost every point of D has a positive upper density for D�� Hence jD�j � jDj�

All the results are stated for S�unimodal maps� In fact it can be shown that the orbits

of the intervals considered in the proofs of section � satisfy the necessary disjointness

conditions needed for applying the C��Koebe�Lemma� Hence the results in this section

also hold for C��unimodal maps� The di�culties for proving the C� versions of the

Theorems in this paper occur when dealing with the orbits of TI�pairs� These orbits do not

satisfy some disjointness conditions needed for applying the C��Koebe�Lemma� However

the intervals in these orbits are nested� as described by Lemma ���� This property makes

it possible to make the necessary estimates for applying the C��Koebe�Lemma� All results

stated in this paper will turn out to be true for C��unimodal maps�

Appendix� Basic notions in real ��dimensional dynamics

Let f � X � X be a measurable map on the borel measure space �X���� We will give

some basic de�nitions dealing with the ergodic theory of this map�

�� The orbit fx� f�x�� f��x�� ���g of a point x is denoted by orb�x� and the set of all limits

of the orb�x� is denoted by 
�c��

�� A borel set A � X is invariant i f�X� � X�

�� f is called ergodic i X cannot be written as the union of two disjoint invariant sets

both with positive measure�

�� f is called conservative i for every set D � X with ��D� � � the �rst return map fD

on D can be de�ned in almost every point of D�

�� A closed invariant set D is called minimal if the orbit of every point in D is dense in

D�

�� acip stands for absolutely continuous invariant probability measure� And acim stands

for ���nite absolutely continuous invariant measure�

��



Dealing with maps on the interval we will use the following notation�

�� �D is the boundary of the interval D�

�� The Lebesgue measure will be denoted by j�j�

�� A ��scaled neighborhood T of the interval I is an interval such that both components

of T � I have length �jIj�

�� Denote the maximal interval containing x � 	�� �
 on which fs is monotone by Ts�x��

The collection U consists of the S�unimodal maps� This are maps f � 	�� �
� 	�� �
 having

the following property�

�� f has negative Schwarzian derivative�

�� f��� � f��� � ��

�� there is exactly one point c � 	�� �
 where the derivative of f vanishes� Furthermore

this critical point is non��at� around c the map behaves like x � x� �� � ��� The

number � � � is called the order of the critical point�

For every S�unimodal map f the homeomorphism � is de�ned to be the order reversing

map satisfying f 
 � � f � The non��atness of the critical point implies that this map is

Lipschitz� Furthermore intervals of the form �x� ��x�� are called symmetric�

An S�unimodal map f is called renormalisable if there exists a symmetric interval V such

that the �rst return map to V is of the form fnjV � for some n � �� and up to scaling

S�unimodal� fnjV is called a renormalisation of f � It is called in�nitely renormalisable if

there are arbitrarily small symmetric intervals on which f can be renormalised�

The limit set of the critical point of an in�nitely renormalisable S�unimodal map is a

minimal Cantor set� Furthermore the map acts like a homeomorphism on it�

Lemma� Let f � U be non�renormalisable and V a symmetric interval� If s � � is minimal

such that fs�x� � V 
 x � 	�� �

 then V � fs�Ts�x���

Contraction Principle� Let f � U without periodic attractor� Then for every x � 	�� �


jTs�x�j � �

��



when s���

The proofs of the above lemmas can be found for example in 	MMS
�
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